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ABSTRACT

A mirror-confined hot-electron distribution is created using high-power

short-pulse ECRH, in a single, good curvature (magnetically stable) cell of a

plasma-filled multiple mirror device. The hot electrons are observed to decou

ple good and bad curvature regions on the two sides of the hot electron cell. An

unstable MHD-like, rigid plasma motion to the walls occurs in the bad curvature

region, with velocity comparable to that of a mode driven by the bad curvature

alone. In some magnetic configurations the plasma restabilizes later in time.

The hot-electron distribution decays stably, independent of the other processes.

The initiation of the instability is correlated with the appearance in the hot-

electron cell of a negative potential barrier. For the configurations in which

plasma is restabilized, the restabilization is correlated with the decay of the

potential barrier due to ion trapping in the hot electron cell. An electron beam

time-of-fiight probe has been used to measure the potential barrier and its

decay. The experimental results are compared to a curvature driven, trapped

particle theory, including the effects of finite collisionality.
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i. Introduction

One of the most promising configurations being investigated for

confinement of fusion plasmas is that of a tandem mirror in which a potential

barrier to electron flow is formed between regions of unstable and stable mag

netic curvature. In the absence of the barrier the entire pressure weighted

curvature is stable. This configuration has been analyzed in the collisionless

limit, using drift-kinetic equations, to study trapped particle modes. The result

is that the plasma is unstable if the ratio of passing-to-total electron density in

the unstable region is sufficiently small, an approximate stability criterion being

(for the lowest order m = 1 azimuthal mode)

no R

where ti^/Uq is the ratio of the "sheath" or passing density (which samples both

the stable and unstable curvature regions) to the unstable plasma density, and

rp/'R is the ratio of plasma radius to the average unfavorable radius of curva

ture in the unstable region. The preceding equation implies that the usual tan

dem mirror configuration would be unstable for a fully developed plasma sheath,

in which ti^/tlq « (mg/m^)1'2 to preserve the Boitzmann distribution of elec

trons [(Tng/rriiY2 « 1/40, for hydrogen]. Theoretically, it should be possible

to tailor the machine design such that the potential barrier serves its

confinement function without producing this trapped particle instability.

A resistive trapped particle instability is also expected to be present in

tokamaks, where the prediction is that high mode numbers are unstable, Leading

to plasma *turbulence. Although turbulence is commonly seen in tokamaks,

under conditions in which the trapped particle mode should exist, positive

identification has not been possible. The dissipative trapped electron mode has

been observed in a linear magnetic field configuration. The trapping was
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achieved by the mirror throats of the single mirror cell in the device, with about

60% of the electron population trapped in the mirror cell, large enough to

observe the density gradient driven electron dissipative mode. Typical of den

sity gradient driven modes, the mode was radially localizedin the region of max

imum density gradient and saturated without gross plasma loss with a satura

tion level for density fluctuations of about 30%.

Unlike the above experiments, in the tandem mirror configuration a mode

can be driven by unfavorable curvature, in which the most dangerous perturba

tion is an m = 1 azimuthal variation that is hot radially localized, having

transverse plasma flow to the walls. The mode is expected to be strongly local

ized in the unstable cell and thus be similar to modes observed in early experi

ments in which a mirror-confined plasma with MHD unstable curvature was ter-

6 7 8 9minated, outside of the mirrors, on a non-emitting surface. *

It is the purpose of the present paper to describe experimental observa

tions of instabilities in tandem-mirror-like magnetic configurations having a

negative potential separating stable and unstable curvature regions, in which

MHD modes localized in unstable curvature regions are produced. The results

are compared with a theory of trapped particle instabilities in a regime for

which the curvature drive dominates the instability mechanism, but where colli-

sional effects are also important.

IL Experimental Configuration

The measurements are performed in the magnetic mirror system (MMX)

shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic field is pulsed, with a rise time of 200 fMsec and a

decay time of 2 msec. Plasma injected from a Marshall gun source flows along a

225 cm region with a 0.18 T axial magnetic field and through a quadrupole stabil

ized mirror field or a cusp field at Tq, then into three or more cells with mid-

planes at MyQ, Mw and M$q, etc. Each ceil has length I = 75 cm and midplane
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field B0 = 0.18 T. The cell at MQ7 has stable mirror-quadruple fields having mir

ror ratio R = 3.0 and fan ellipticity Q « 20. The cells with midplanes at Mqq and

beyond may be stabilized, partially destabilized or fully destabilized, depending

on the particular magnetic configuration for the experiment.

The 10 cm diameter metal chamber wall of the central cell Mqj, together

with mesh-covered endplates at Tq and Ty having openings shaped to fit the

elliptical flux surfaces, form a cavity for electron cyclotron resonance heating

(ECRH) that does not obstruct the plasma flow. A 3 fisec, 250 kW, 9.0 GHz, rf

heating pulse is injected into the plasma-filled cavity at M67. This creates a

magnetically confined, hot electron density n^ in the center ceil due to ECRH at

the two resonance zones, each approximately 6 cm from the mirror throats.

Diagnostics to measure the various plasma parameters include the follow

ing: The plasma density in the ECRH cell is measured using an 8 mm, swept-

frequency microwave interferometer of conventional design. * The inter

ferometer has been calibrated against a commercial phase shifter using rods

and slabs of various dielectric constant and radii inserted into the ECRH cavity.

The frequency is swept every six microseconds, yielding reliable measurements

for plasma densities in the range 1011—1013 cm on 6 /usee timescales.

The temperature 7^ of the "tail" of the hot electron distribution is deter

mined from the measured x-ray flux in the 1-10 keV range using a cooled, Si(Li)

detector with a beryllium window having 47 and 91 percent transmissivity at 1

keV and 2 keV, respectively. The energy resolution of the system is typically 0.4

keV, and the maximum count rate is 500 kHz. Although there is some line radia

tion observed from high-Z plasma impurities, those with significant amplitudes

are sufficiently separated to leave a useful, line-free window between 1.5 and 4

keV to observe the plasma x-ray bremsstrahlung radiation. The preceding

measurements are corroborated with a diamagnetic loop which determines the



density-energy product of the ECRH plasma just after its formation. The loop

and its associated electronics have been calibrated by placing a small solenoid

inside the ECRH cell and driving the solenoid current with a square wave genera

tor.

It is necessary to determine the radial plasma profile in order to analyze

the interferometer and diamagnetic loop measurements. Arrays of four cylindr

ical Largmuir probes biased into ion saturation were used to obtain time-

resolved radial profile measurements in the central cell midplane in the absence

of ECRH, and in the two adjacent cell midplanes with and without ECRH. (Profile

measurements in the central cell midplane in the presence of ECRH could not be

performed due to arcing at the probe tips). We observed little change in radial

profile in the adjacent cells with and without ECRH, and little change in the

profiles as a function of time.

For some plasma source and vacuum conditions, the plasma density in the

central cell rises sharply just after ECRH. A nude ion gauge is used to monitor

the transient pressure rise in the central cell produced by the emission of neu

trals from the plasma source and the chamber walls. We interpret some frac

tion of the plasma density rise after ECRH as being due to ionization of this tran

sient neutral pressure rise, with the remaining density rise resulting from the

potential barrier dynamics, as described subsequently.

To measure the potential barrier in the central ceil, an electron beam

12 13time-of-flight diagnostic has been developed. ' A schematic of the diagnostic

arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The electron beam is injected in the midplane of

a cell adjacent to the ECRH cell, traverses that cell, and is detected in the mid

plane of the following cell. To determine the beam time-of-flight, the beam

current is modulated at f = 10 MHz, and the phase delay of the signal received at

the collector is measured. To provide high signal-to-noise ratio, a digital,



phase-locked loop is used.

The phase <p(x) due to an axial potential distribution V(x), with respect to

the beam cathode at x = 0, is given by

0 v\x)

where

v(x) = 2e V(x)
m

1/2

(1)

is the beam velocity. If we assume a simple square well model for the potential,

then the phase change ksp at x -21 due to .the creation of a negative barrier of

magnitude $ and length I is

*»? l-?r

ui

- 1 (2)

Equation (l) has been verified experimentally by applying a -45 V, 100 usee

pulse to a 2.5 cm diameter ring electrode placed on axis at the midplane of the

center cell. The dependence of Lxp on V in (2) has also been verified over the

range from 100 to 200 volts. The time response of the beam diagnostic has been

measured by applying a 20 V, peak-to-peak, 25 kHz square wave modulation in

series with the cathode voltage. These measurements yield a response time that

is less than 5 jusec. The electron beam diagnostic has been used to observe the

formation and decay of -40 to -60 volt barriers on 10 microsecond timescales.

The transient plasma density and plasma motion in the adjacent ceils are

measured using Langmuir probe arrays in the cell midplanes, as described pre

viously, the probes are biased into ion saturation, and the Laframboise theory

is used to infer the density from the observed ion current. The transient plasma



potentials in the adjacent cell midplanes are measured using high impedance,

emissive probes. These same probes, either non emitting or at low emission

currents, are used to measure the floating potentials.

Transient measurements of the cold plasma temperature are required to

relate the barrier potential to the temperature, and are also useful for deter

mining the collisionality regime and the theoretical growth rate of the trapped

particle instability. To use Langmuir probes as a fast electron temperature

diagnostic, the probe bias voltage is swept sinusoidally, with every bias cycle

producing an / vs. V plot, ranging from the ion saturation to the electron

saturation region. On each plot, the exponential region yields the electron tem

perature from the relation

V—Vo
ln(/-/i) =ln/8 + —=-?-

where J$ and I9 are the ion and electron saturation currents, respectively, and

Vp is the plasma potential. A typical sweep frequency of 250 kHz gives a time

resolution of 4 /usee. The main complication to the bias sweeping is the finite

capacitance from the probe tip to the chamber ground. Thus, in addition to

plasma currents, the bias transformer drives a capacitive current through the

current load resistor. This capacitance is tuned out by a bridge circuit , but

only at a single plasma density. The result is a hysteresis in the /—V plot which

can be mostly eliminated by computer processing.

Typical transient temperature characteristics in cell midplanes Mqq and

MyQ are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. The error bars are due to hysteresis in the

/—V swept voltage measurements. The temperature at Mqq, which is the impor

tant cell for determining the characteristics of the mode, jumps from somewhat

below 10 eV to, perhaps, 15 eV immediately after ECRH. There follows a fall back

to about 10 eV and then an apparent rise, which is both unexplained and
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uncertain. However this later period is not important for the calculations. The

rise immediately after ECRH is thought to be due to r.f. leakage into the adja

cent cells.

Typical plasma parameters at the initiation of the ECRH pulse are

T, =71 « 7-8 eV and n„ « 3xl0»cm-3 ^ ^ dengity deoreasing by about
a factor of 1.5-2.0 from cell to cell away from the source. After ECRH, the

exponential tail of the hot electron distribution, obtained from pulse height

analysis of x-rays, indicates 7^ « 1.5 keV. The average energy of the hot elec

trons, obtained from the diamagnetic loop and microwave interferometer,

together with measurements of the radial density profile in adjacent cells, is

generally about a factor of two lower, indicating a non-Maxweliian distribution of

the hot electrons. As we will subsequently show from potential measurements in

the ECRH cell, most electrons in that cell are heated sufficiently to be magneti

cally trapped.

The sudden appearance of the hot-electron population, and the correspond

ing sudden reduction of the cold-electron population initiates formation of a

negative potential barrier near throats Tq and T? as follows: The potential V7 of

midplane MQ7 with respect to midplane M?q is related to the cold (non-

magnetically confined) electron densities 7i67 and n78 by the Boltzmann rela

tion. If 7ig7 < 7x73, a negative potential barrier forms near Ty

77=-rcln(n78/7i67) , (3)

where Tc is the cold-electron temperature. A similar expression determines Vq.

These expressions are invalid in the limit nfi7 -» 0, where the ion flow dynamics

must be considered. For this case, the potentials can be estimated by equating

the total ion flux to the total electron fiux entering the center celL Using, for

example, a Bohm velocity for the ions, we have (for Vq, Vj < 0)
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(noQ+n^Tc/em>)1/2 =[n56exp(Vq/ Tc)
+n78exp(V7/ Tc)]^Tc/nma)1/z

where m$ and rt\ are the ion and electron masses and c is the natural base.

When the Boltzmann relation is valid for the densities and potentials between

Mqq and Mjq we obtain, using (3)

V7=Te 'l +2StIn
n78

A similar expresion holds for Vq. For hydrogen ions with tiqq = n7fl, we find

5~fta2 2

2171+

7T771,
(5)

V7 = V6 w -3.8 Tc (6)

which serves as an estimate of the initial potential.

The potential barrier is destroyed on the timescale for ions to enter into

and become trapped in the center cell. By quasi-neutrality, cold electrons

accompany the trapped ions, and therefore n67 increases on the ion trapping

timescale. The final state in this idealized model (tiqq - nh = n7Q = const, ini

tially, TQ = const) is riff (cold) w nh and Vq = 77 w 0. The total electron den

sity (hot + cold) rises to twice its initial value after the barrier destruction.

Non-ideal effects important in the experiment include: initial axial density varia

tions, ion dynamics including non-zero transit times, heating of cold electrons

by hot electrons, ionization of background gas, and plasma loss processes.

12 13These effects have been taken into account in more complete model ' and

only the results of the calculation are presented here for comparison with the

experiment.

In Fig. 4a, the experimentally measured phase delay (2) for the electron

beam probe is given, with error bars due to noise indicated. Only the change in

phase shift after ECRH (t=0) is significant. The corresponding values $/ Tc,



obtained from the. phase shift measurement by assuming a temperature

Te = 15eV, are given in Fig. 4b. The change in the density at Mq?, as measured

by the interferometer, is given in Fig. 4c.

These results are compared with the model in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, the phase

delay evolution predicted by the initial plasma conditions is given, correspond

ing to the predicted potential evolution in Fig. 5b. The predicted density varia

tion in the cell is given in Fig. 5c. The model is seen to give a potential similar to

the experimental results except that the decay of the potential barrier occurs

somewhat earlier. This may be due to an underestimation of the effect of cold

electron trapping due to heating of the cold electrons by the hot. The slower

decay of the model density in the ERHC cell also indicates the need for some

refinements. However, experimentally, the existence of a potential barrier of

between 3 and 4 Tc is clearly established and will be used in comparing the

experimental results of the trapped particle mode to theoretical predictions.

ID. Observations of the Instability

The experimental observations of the trapped particle mode come from

arrays of Langmuir probes biased into ion saturation. With an array of probes

placed on a cross sectional plane of the machine, and a suitable radial density

profile model, continuous temporal information, like the plasma centroid's posi

tion and density, can be obtained. Observations with three and four probe

arrays have been used. The radial density profile has been measured to conform

approximately to a Gaussian density profile,

n(x,y) =7i0exp '-[(x-xo^+dz-Vo)2] '
2t$ (7)

where tiq is the peak density, (xq,t/0) is the centroid position, and Tp is the

plasma radius. With an array of four probes in suitable positions in the (x,y)
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plane, and with the assumption of a circularly symmetric radial profile (m = 0,1

modes only), the four variables Xo(0.1/o(0» no(0. rp(0 can De determined as

a function of time. With an array of three probes, and assuming a constant Tp

(no 771 = 0 mode), the other three variables can be determined. If the dominant

azimuthal mode is higher than m = 1, the data yields either no solution or

rapidly fluctuating solutions for the plasma centroid position and peak density,

in which case the data is discarded.

Three magnetic field configurations were employed in the studies of

trapped particle modes. In the first, shown in Fig. 1,'the plasma is injected from

the Marshall gun through a solenoidal section into a rising axisymmetric double

cusp at 7a. The downstream magnetic configuration consists of the solenoidal

field throughout the device, two fan shaped quadrupole mirror throats at T7,

and Tq, and simple axisymmetric mirror throats from T5 to T0 (the bad curva

ture region where the trapped particle mode amplitude will be high). With

proper plasma source settings the double cusp in Tq is filled with plasma and its

strong stable curvature can provide MHD stability for the system as a whole.

The density falls by a small factor (less than 2) from cell to cell, but is reason

ably constant within each cell. The entire system tends to be only weakly stable,

and becomes flute unstable late in time as the double cusp empties. Because of

the instability late in time, restabilization of the trapped particle mode was gen

erally not observed as the potential barrier decayed.

In the second configuration, the currrent in the T$ mirror throat is

reversed, to create an axisymmetric double cusp there as in 7a. This

configuration would be expected to be more stable than the previous one, and

possibly completely stable, depending on the axial density distribution. Mirror

cell Mqq was found to be unstable at the time of creation of the potential bar

rier, but generally the plasma restabilized after the potential barrier decayed.
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Measurements of the axial density distribution at Mqq and in the neighborhood

of the double cusp, at Tq are shown in Fig. 6, and indicate a density distribution

which was lower near the double cusp than at the midplane at the time of initia

tion of the ECRH. The pressure-weighted curvature is calculated to be unstable

for cell Mqq, alone, and to be stable for the system of three cells (Mqq, Mq7,

In the third configuration, the device was run with quadrupole-stabilized

fields in all cells, producing good curvature drive in all cells. This configuration

was found to be stable to trapped particle modes.

Figure 7 shows the ion densities obtained using two Langmuir probes on

axis, one at M7q and the other at Mqq for the first configuration. At time t = 0,

the ECRH pulse heats the plasma electrons in MQ7, which remain mirror

confined for a relatively long time. Evidence for the presence of hot electrons

comes from their steady bremsstrahiung x-ray emission. The Langmuir probe

signal at M7q, decreasing exponentially after the Marshall gun injection, shows a

sharp rise after ECRH. After subtracting an electrical noise spike, there is an

increased signal, interpreted as a combination of a density increase and a tem

perature increase from ECRH field leakage from Mq7. This additional plasma

decays rapidly, in about 50 usee, with the temperature decay even more rapid.

The plasma in cell M7q remains stable after ECRH. In Mqq, the plasma dumps in

a few microseconds, evidencing a strong axially localized instability. We inter

pret this as a decoupling of the plasma in cells Mqi—Mqq from the plasma in

cells Mqt-Mjq, such that the former cells are unstable while the latter cells

remain stable. The plasma motion in Mqq was confirmed for a shot taken under

similar conditions, as mapped by a four-probe array, indicating a time of the

order of 5 usee to move a distance of the order of the plasma radius.
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Most probe-array measurements were obtained in the second configuration

with a double cusp at 7V Figure 8 gives a typical shot showing the plasma cen-

troid position (dots) at various times, indicating at Mqq a rapid motion to the

chamber wall, an apparent bounce off the wall with some plasma loss, followed

by a somewhat slower movement back toward the wall. Later in time the plasma

restabilizes at the center. Throughout the unstable motion in Mqq, the plasma

in M7q remains well centered, indicating a stable plasma. For this shot with good

ECRH heating, the tail of the x-ray distribution, assumed Maxwellian, indicated a

temperature of 7^** 1.5 keV, and the diamagnetic loop signal indicated an aver

age hot-electron energy of E^ 420 eV. This is similar to the hot electron distri

bution in the case' in which the phase shift, measured by the electron beam

time-of-flight apparatus, indicates that a deep potential well exists which decou

ples Mqq and M7q during the unstable time, but decays away at about the time

that the plasma restabilizes in Mqq.

The data for another shot, is presented in Fig. 9. Here the diamagnetic Loop

signal and the plasma density measurements yield an average hot electron

energy of. E^ w 280 eV. This relatively low temperature is corroborated by the

weaker, faster decaying x-ray signal, and by the decrease in plasma creation

due to neutral gas ionization in the adjacent cell M7q. The collision frequency

for these hot electrons is much higher than that of the hot electrons in the shot

shown in Fig. 8, so we expect the barrier to decay much faster. We see in Fig. 9

that the restabilization occurs earlier, plasma motion having essentially been

reduced to a small value at a time between 15 and 20 /4sec after ECRH. This is in

contrast to the shot shown in Fig. 8 in which there is still considerable motion at

50 usee after ECRH. A number of phase shift measurements were made on ECRH

plasmas in configuration 2, with plasma conditions as in Fig. 9. A typical phase

shift measurement from such a shot is shown in Fig. 10. Here we see, after the
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initial establishment of the barrier, a rather rapid decay of the phase shift. The

more rapid restabilization of the mode seen in Fig. 9 would be the expected

consequence of this rapid decay.

For the magnetic field configuration (3) in which fully stabilized quadrupole

fields are employed, the plasma centroid remained centered at both Mqq and

Mjq throughout the establishment and decay of the potential barrier. This indi

cates that the mode observed in configurations (1) and (2) was essentially curva

ture driven. If a resistive mode was also present it saturated at a low amplitude

and was therefore not observable as gross motion of the plasma centroid.

FT. Comparison of Experiment with Theory

To obtain a comparison of theory with experiment, we estimate the experi

mental parameters required to obtain a theoretical description of the growth

rate. For the collisionless case an expression for the mode frequency has been

obtained, which, for low passing fraciton can be approimated by

2(fcir^+K/n0)) * V klr? W

Here wc is the curvature drift frequency

2Tc(eV)
—&QL9ff

where L9ff is the length associated with the unstable curavture drive, defined

below, a«b is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency

w* = "^Z—— TZT (10)

T+ the ion gyroradius, n* the density of transiting electrons, and the other sym

bols have their usual meanings. We define Lejj in terms of the quantity
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LfffZ* < 2rpdru/du >z, (11)

where 6u in the energy gain in interchanging lines at radius Tp through a dis

tance 6r. Then, in the uniform (in z) slab model, the growth rate of the instabil

ity is given by

7Q = Vi/Leff, (12)

where v$ is the theremal velocity of the ions at temperature 7^ + 7^. The quan

tities in (11) and (12) are obtained from an MHD ballooning code,* using the

actual magnetic fields and measured axial density profiles for each of the three

magnetic configurations. The code solves the m = 1 (rigid) ballooning eigen

value problem in the long thin approximation. For cell Mqq in the first

configuration (quadrupole at TG and Tq simple mirror) and taking the density to

be axialiy uniform in each mirror cell of the many cell system (multiple mirror

approximation), we obtain for a temperature of 10 eV, Jq1 = 10 usee (£e// =53

cm). (The downstream cell with simple mirrors at lower densities have very

similarvalues of Lgff ). For the second configuration (with a double cusp at 7^

), the growth rate depends sensitively on the axial density distribution. This was

measured at the accessible points with the results shown in Fig. 6. The decrease

in the density from the unstable curvature region near the mirror throat at 7*6

to the region of the stable curvature .cusp at Tq , indicates that the

configuration may be unstable. Calculations were made using various axial dis

tributions decreasing from the mirror throat Tq to the double cusp at Tb but

within the range of experimentalobservations given in Fig. 6. They indicated

that the growth rate could be of the same order as for the simple mirrors, or the

distribution could be more stable.

Using the measured experimental values of the various parameters and the

calculated value of L9jj, we obtain the values given in Table 1. The parameter

ranges account for both shot-to-shot variability and measurement uncertainty.
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Substituting these values in Eq. (8), with cj = ur ± iy we obtain

5X104 <7 < l.SxloPsec"1

104 < wr < a.TxiO^ec-1

We note that the highest value of the growth rate corresponds to the highest

values of cold electron temperature. We can now examine the validity of various

theoretical approximations. Firstly, we note that bounce averaging is permissi

ble, since

|w|/«5wl.2xl0^2

Secondly, we have

1.2xl0~3< \a[/vc <0.65,

Here, the highest ratio corresponds to the highest value of cold electron tem

perature- and to the lowest value of density. These inequalities show that

although the bounce-averaged drift kinetic formalism is appropriate to describe

the electron trapped particle mode in our system, we are in a coilisional regime.

However, the approximate agreement of our experimental characteristic loss

time of 5 /xs with the lower end of the collisionless growth time 7""1 suggests that

collisions do not profoundly alter the physics of the trapped particle mode.

Nevertheless, a model appropriate to our intermediate coliisionality regime

should be employed.

We construct a slab model in which two cells with uniform curvature drive

are connected by a passing electron population through a localized potential

barrier. Normally, one cell has stable curvature and the second cell has

unstable curvature, with the ratio of stable to unstable curvature of the order of

two, characteristic of the experiment. We assume equilibrium Maxwellian distri-
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butions in the two cells and solve the drift kinetic equation17 at arbitrary col-

lisionality using a Krook collision operator that conserves particles, but does not

conserve momentum or energy. We bounce-average for all species and neglect

any velocity dependence in oc and cj#. We assume ions have only a local

response, which is equivalent to making all ions trapped (this means that a mode

frequency below the ion bounce frequency, corresponding roughly to an order of

magnitude below cj%, would be invalid). Finally, the finite Larmor radius stabil

izing terms are identified and removed, in order to describe the m = 1 mode.

Initial results obtained using this collisional model have been presented and a

paper describing the calculation is in preparation.

The model has been solved numerically for a representative case,

corresponding to an electron temperature of 10 eV. The density is taken to be Z

11-3 11 -3
X 10 cm in the unstable curvature cell and 5 X 10 cm in the stable cell.

The curvature drift frequency in the unstable cell is taken to be 530 Hz. All

other parameters are given in Table 1, with the peak potential barrier taken to

be ATC, corresponding to a 0.006 electron passing fraction. Before the barrier is

established, equilibrium along a field line fixes the initial electron passing frac

tion at 0.31 in the unstable cell.

To compare the theory with experiment we use a simple argument to

relate the observed plasma loss time t to the linear growth rate y. We assume

that for the m = 1 mode the plasma will polarize until the E x B velocity equals

the velocity that the plasma would attain if subject to the radial force of the

unstable magnetic well. Thus the transverse velocity vr is obtained by equating

the plasma kinetic and potential energy

r

±-Mv* =- J' F-dr (13)
2

where
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1 Mvfr
2 f2

with i>j the thermal velocity of the ions at a temperature T = 7*c + 7$. Solving

for vr we obtain

vir i xVT = -p*— . (14)

The time to move a distance r = r^ is then

TWI/7 (15)

which we use in the comparison of theory with experiment.

Figure 11 shows the results of the two cell model as a function of electron

passing fraction, for a collisionless system (dashed lines) and for the collisional-

ity regime in the experiment (solid lines). In Fig. 11a the growth rate y is given,

and the experimental growth rate estimated from (15) is given by error bars

which indicate both the experimental variation and the factor of two uncertainty

implicit in the use of (13). We conclude that the predictions of the growth rate

from the theoretical model of the curvature driven trapped particle mode, valid

for our parameter regime, although somewhat low, are reasonably consistent

with the experimental observations. For the much larger passing fraction

(~30%) in the absence of the ECRH induced potential barrier, the growth rate is

predicted to be reduced by a factor of approximately ten. Since we do not

observe unstable motion under these conditions, we conclude that the mode

either saturates at a low amplitude as4n [5] or is, in fact, stabilized.

In Fig. lb, we compare the ratio of the mode amplitudes in the stable and

unstable cells, as predicted from the code, with the experimental observations.

Because of the natural time variations in the centroid position, experienced in
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all* stable experiments, only a lower bound to the mode amplitude ratio is

obtained experimentally. Again, we find reasonable consistency between theory

and experiment. We also note that the experimental mode amplitude is

sufficiently large that it does differentiate the theoretical predictions for small

passing electron fraction (4 Tc barrier present) from the predictions for large

(~30%) passing fraction (no barrier).

We note also that we do not observe large plasma losses to the walls in the

absence of unstable curvature drive (third magnetic configuration), although we

expect that a collisionally driven trapped particle mode may be present. This is

consistent with the observation [5] that the collisionally driven mode is localized

in the region of maximum radial density gradient and saturates at fluctuation

levels 6ti/ 71 £ 30%. We expect enhanced diffusion from this mode but no sud

den dump of plasma to the walls.

Y. Conclusions

The electrons in a single cell of a multiple mirror device are heated by a

short pulse of ECRH power. These trapped hot electrons create a potential bar

rier of approximately 47c {cold electron temperature) in the adjacent ceils, as

measured from the phase shift of a time-of-flight electron beam probe. The

magnitude of the potential barrier and the time history of its decay are in rea

sonable agreement with the results obtained from a one-dimensional model for

the flow of electrons and ions along the field lines. The potential barrier is

formed to keep the the cold electrons from entering the ECRH cell, according to

the Boltzmann distribution law. The potential barrier decays due to ion trapping

in the ECRH cell, but this decay is complicated by plasma production and heat

ing of the cold electrons entering the ceil, produced by the hot electron distri

bution.
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If the magnetic field configuration is modified so that the pressure weighted

distribution is stable on the average, but unstable on one side of the potential

barrier generated by the ECRH distribution, then a curvature driven trapped

electron mode, strongly unstable, has been experimentally observed, localized

in regions of net unstable magnetic curvature. The growth rate of the mode is

found to be comparable with the growth rate expected for a flute mode, driven

by the pressure weighted unstable curvature, alone. The instability leads to

rapid motion of the plasma column to the vacuum chamber wall, with significant

loss of plasma density. The motion of the plasma column is correlated with the

potential barrier measurement and found to decrease as the potential barrier

decays (reconnection and restabilization of the plasma). If the magnetic field

curvature is stable on both sides of the potential barrier then no gross plasma

motion is observed. Thus, if a non-curvature-driven trapped particle mode is

present, it .saturates at a sufficiently low amplitude so as not to be observable.

A computer code has been developed which solves the drift-kinetic equation

for arbitrrary collisionality, using a Krook collisional operator and a simplified

two cell model. The results of the code for typical experimental conditions indi

cate that a trapped electron mode with a growth rate approximately equal to

the local MHD curvature driven mode should exist when a large potential barrier

is present. The effect of collisionality, which could arbitrarily be supressed in

the model, is to lower the growth rate more abruptly with increasing passing

fraction (decreasing barrier). The restabilization of the mode with decreasing

potential barrier is qualitatively in agreement with the observation that colli

sions play some role, but not a dominating role, in the instability.
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Table 1. Typical Experimental Parameters

Plasma radius rp«l cm;

Midplane magnetic field Bq « 1.5 kG;

Magnetic mirror ratio R = 2.8;

Potential barrier height $5/ rc w 4;

Passing cold electron fraction ti^/tiq w 0.006;

Ion temperature 7J «5 eV;

Plasma density 1X1011 *S 5X1011 cm"3;

Cold electron temperature 5 as Tc ^ 15 eV;

Curvature drive length -£*//w50cm;

Electron diamagnetic drift frequency 3.3X105 < CJ* < 1.0x10s s*1;

Finite gyroradius parameter kfrf = rf/rft « 0.046;

Ion diamagnetic drift frequency cj«g « 3.3x10s s ;

Cold electron bounce frequency 7.8x10s < cj6 < 1.4X 107 s"1:

Cold electron 90° collision frequency 2.3X105 <vc < 1.2X107 s"1;

Average unstable curvature drift frequency 0.45XJ03 < oc < 1.3X103 s"1; Ratio

of stable to unstable curvature frequencies | oc / Qs | w 2.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Experimental configuration 1, including a schematic (not to scale) of

two magnetic field lines 180 ° apart

Fig. 2 Electron beam diagnostic set-up.

Fig. 3 Results of swept-voltage, Langmuir probe, cold electron temperature

measurements: (a) in cell Mqq; (b) in cell M7q. Vertical lines are error

bars.

Fig. 4 Experimental data for a representative shot with good heating

(7k«1.5fce V from x-ray tail): (a) observed phase shift; (b) normalized

potential assuming Tc = 15e V; (c) density in ECRH cell.

Fig. 5 Values computed from model corresponding to parameters of experi

mental results of Fig. 4: (a) phase shift; (b) normalized barrier poten

tial; (c) normalized density in ECRH cell.

Fig. 6 Experimental configuration 2: observations of density in cell Mqq used

for the calculation of pressure weighted curvature drive.

Big. 7 Typical shot for experimental configuration 1, showing density variation

in stable and unstable cells.

Fig. 8 Experimental configuration 2 with strong potential barrier: plasma cen

troid motion in the unstable (left) and stable (right) mirror cells (a)

early in time; (b) later in time. The numbers are times in /xsec, with

t = 0 corresponding to the ECRH time.

Fig. 9 Experimental configuration 2 with weak potential barrier: plasma cen

troid motion after ECRH (a) early in time; (b) later in time.

Fig. 10 Phase shift for poor heating, showing rapid decay of the potential bar

rier.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of theory and experment for: (a) growth rate y; (b) ratio

R of unstable ceil to stable cell mode amplitudes. The abscissa Ti^/fi

is the ratio of the density to the mean density in the stable and

unstable cells 7l = (^n^2, where r^ is the density in the stable cell

and 71,1 the density in the unstable cell Te = 10 eV, 7^ = 5 eV. The

dashed line is the collisionless approximation and the solid line is with

collisions included. For that case we set rig = 10 cm""3 and

flu = 3xlOncm"3.
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